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Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to examine identity politics of ethnic student
organizations in American colleges. Minority students use these campus
organizations to conduct events and activities that help enhance their ethnic ties,
confront discrimination, and improve their social statuses. These activities focus
not only on school-related issues, but also on community life in general.
Therefore, even though not all college students of color join them, it is important
to examine these organizations in order to understand young-generation ethnic
minorities.
Many academic papers have discussed ethnic college organizations, in
particular Asian Americans’, because they are usually the largest ethnic minority
groups at reputed schools in the US.
1
My study focuses on Filipino American
student organizations. Filipino Americans have been one of the fastest-growing
ethnic minorities in the US since 1970 and are currently the second-largest Asian
American group.
2
The majority of their student organizations, like other ethnic
groups, are originally designed to increase awareness of their own culture. But
unlike other Asian groups Filipinos come from a homeland that was once an
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American colony. Therefore their culture can be best understood within the
context of the colonial and postcolonial association between the Philippines and
the United States.
3
One of the most important activities organized by Filipino American student
groups has been Philippine folk dance, which is largely regarded as an important
symbol of their culture. For a long time, the most highly acclaimed folk dance
company in the Philippines has been a model for the student organizers and
performers in the US. As the company’s dance style has been taken to represent
original and authentic Philippine culture, it has been thought to be very difficult
for students to change it.
4
But recently many student organizations seem to have
overcome this difficulty and have begun to adopt new dance styles. This is a
crucial phenomenon because identity-based movements have been criticized since
the 1990s for being essentialist.
5
My paper attempts to find the key factors in
surmounting this by looking into the changes in a Filipino American student
group’s dance performances in over ten years. This paper is a unique attempt
because little attention has been paid to changes in ethnic student organizations,
although a large number of studies have discussed the impact of participation on
the members of such organizations.
This paper examines the student activities based on my research at Kaibigang
Pilipino (KP),
6
the largest Filipino American student organization at the
University of California, San Diego (UCSD) in October, 1999-June, 2000 and
March, 2010. UCSD is the most reputed university in San Diego. The city has
been a favorite destination for Filipinos since the early 1900s, when the
Philippines became an American colony. It has maintained the largest US Navy
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base and training facility. In addition to navy personnel and their families, more
Filipinos began to move to the city after the passage of the 1965 Immigration Act.
By 2000, the Filipino population in San Diego had increased to 121,147, the
third-largest number of Filipinos among US cities.
7
My data consist of four components: (1) surveys to obtain information about
thirty-five KP members in 2000 and fifty-one members in 2010 (The quest-
ionnaires were designed to ascertain information such as the students’ places of
birth, parents’ occupations, language ability and reasons for joining the
organization); (2) in-depth interviews with fifteen members on February 14-
May 26, 2000 and eleven members on March 2-12, 2010, e-mail messages, and
various informal conversations; (3) participant observation in their events, dance
practices, and meetings; (4) collected documents, brochures, flyers, videos, and
DVDs that the organization has produced in the past decade.
I: Colonialism, Nationalism, and Transnationalism in Philippine Folk Dance
Many Filipino college student organizations are in the United States, mainly on
the West Coast. These ethnic student groups have flourished not only among
Filipinos but also among other minority groups since the 1970s.
8
Filipino
students were involved mainly in activities to improve their social status, such as
the 1969 San Francisco State College strike, which led to the establishment of the
first ethnic studies program in the US.
9
And they still conduct several socio-
politically motivated projects. These activities include the High School Outreach
program to increase the university enrollment rate of students who share an ethnic
heritage and volunteer activities to support ethnic communities near their
campuses. These activities are regarded as one kind of identity politics.
Identity politics has come to signify a wide range of political activities based
on the shared experiences of injustice committed against certain social groups.
Through these practices, members assert or reclaim ways of understanding their
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distinctiveness, thus challenging dominant oppressive characterizations, with the
goal of promoting greater self-determination. The fundamental objective of such
politics is for minority groups to acquire positive self-understanding, through
answering questions such as “Who am I? Who is like me? Where do I belong?”
because they have often been forced to accept a negative self-image imposed
upon them by mainstream society.
10
As such, the activities of Filipino American student organizations have
focused on their “cultural heritage.” This represents their efforts to overcome
their lack of knowledge of Filipino culture as well as their negative self-image as
a result of racism in the US and the colonialism that once existed in the
Philippines.
11
Many Filipino American students, particularly in 2000, felt a void
regarding their culture. Cindy Rivera,
12
a second generation KP member, said:
I saw that we were a lost culture meaning we weren’t really one culture, and we
were colonized by Spanish and Americans. We were really like controlled people.
A lot of our culture was lost and we took a lot of American culture. That’s what I
thought before joining KP.
The KP members, most of them from the second generation or 1.5 generation,
had internalized negative images about the Philippines and Filipinos before
joining the student organization because they did not have enough opportunity to
learn about Filipino history and culture. Most schools, including UCSD, offered
only a few classes or programs to study these subjects. Moreover, their middle-
class parents usually did not provide their children with chances to learn about
these matters. In contemporary American society, the majority of students at
well-known schools like UCSD are from middle-class or upper-middle class
families.
13
These parents usually have settled in the suburbs, far from the
historical Filipino communities in urban centers, and do not want their children to
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be involved in community issues, including ones related to Filipino culture,
because they believe that they are not particularly important or beneficial to their
children’s success in mainstream society.
14
Overcoming the negative image of their culture and themselves has been
central to the activities of KP, as demonstrated in the KP constitution: “This
student organization KP of UCSD exists to educate the UCSD and San Diego
communities about the many aspects of Pilipino culture, as well as to preserve and
promote positive images of Pilipinos.” Philippine folk dance has played the most
important part in this aim. It consists of many different dance performances that
have roots in various regions and minority groups of the Philippines. The dance
has become a cultural symbol of the Philippines since several intellectuals started
a project to research and spread local dances throughout the country around the
1930s. The main purpose of this project was to raise Philippine nationalism
among people in the islands, thus paving the way for Philippine independence
from the United States.
15
Since then, various types of folk dance styles have been
developed on the basis of anthropological studies by many folk dance groups.
Among them, Bayanihan, the Philippines National Folk Dance Company, has
been recognized as the most authoritative.
Artists, researchers and educators at The Philippine Women’s University in
Manila, who established Bayanihan in 1957,
16
made adjustments to each original
folk dance style to accommodate theatrical performances. Each choreography
was inspired by different and specific characteristics of existing dance styles. For
example, newly choreographed dances featured reduced performance times for
general concerts, clearer storylines, and/or arranged music and costumes.
According to the troupe members, the concept of their style is to maintain the folk
dances’ original impact on stage.
17
Their theatrical style has been lauded and
awarded domestically and internationally, awakening the national pride of
Filipinos in their own cultural heritage.
18
The Philippine government appointed
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the company as its official cultural mission to Europe and the US. It has
undertaken many American tours, which have won high praise. As a result, the
folk dance has been recognized as fundamental for Filipino Americans.
19
In
2000, by an act of Congress, Bayanihan was officially designated the National
Folk Dance Company of the Philippines.
20
Philippine folk dance by student organizations has been one of the most
valuable ways for students to learn and experience their culture and history.
Filipino college students perform folk dances at their key events. The most
important annual event is “Pilipino Cultural Night (PCN)” or “Pilipino Cultural
Celebration (PCC),”
21
whose main purpose is to showcase what their culture is
and who they are. It consists of folk dances, skits depicting their lives in the US,
and other modern cultural performances such as hip-hop. Students spend a
considerable amount of time between December and April to decide on the theme,
develop the scenario, and practice dances and plays.
In 2000, like many Filipino organizations at other schools, KP at UCSD
performed the authorized style dances produced by Bayanihan. The folk dance
allowed these college students to overcome their negative self-image of the
Philippines and themselves. Jessica Mendoza said:
I feel I lost so much of my cultural heritage. I need at least one thing that I can pass
on to my children. I want to have them. I know they’ll come up and ask me about
Filipino culture. I don’t want to say that I don’t know. These dances have given me
a foundation that I can perhaps hopefully pass on and preserve for myself and for
my children later on. After I learned it, I feel more empowered by myself.
Working as a team in practicing and performing folk dances to prepare for PCC
for several months particularly served to empower students and help them
overcome their negative self-images.
The influence of the dance came from students’ belief that the Bayanihan
national style folk dance was authentic; it represented the Philippine roots and
was respected all over the world. “Authenticity” is crucial for minorities because
it is appropriated to describe ways of living that are true to the identities of
marginalized social groups.
22
The authenticity of the Bayanihan-style dance was
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accepted by the majority of Filipino American society as well, but student
organizations were directly influenced by local ethnic community-based dance
companies. In 2000, KP’ s dance coordinator/director was a member of
PASACAT,
23
a San Diego-based dance troupe. She introduced the knowledge
and skills she had gained at the company in performing the folk dance to KP. Her
pride in the dance was supported by the transnational relationships with
Bayanihan. Her mentor, the choreographer/dance director of PASACAT, was a
former main dancer of the national dance company who had joined numerous
international tours. Other US-based folk dance groups similar to PASACAT
were also founded or directed by dancers, choreographers, or musicians who had
once belonged to Bayanihan or other similar Philippine-based dance groups
before immigrating to the US. The PASACAT dance director has taught many
children the Bayanihan style since joining the company. She has told me that this
style is the “only” and “authentic” Philippine folk dance.
The connections between these community-based groups and college
organizations contributed to spreading Bayanihan national style folk dance to the
rest of the US. The popularity of the dance, however, has created essentialism as
a side-effect. Essentialism is commonly understood as a belief in the real, true
essence of things, the invariable and fixed properties that define the “whatness” of
a given entity. It sometimes comes to have a disciplinary function within
particular social groups, dictating the self-understanding that its members should
have. Thus within some practices of identity politics, dominant sub-groups inside
each group may, in theory and practice, impose their vision of the group’s identity
on all of its members.
24
In 2000, this phenomenon could be found among KP
members, who had strong ties among themselves. Such ties were so cohesive that
it was often criticized as “cliquish.” Justin Lazaro explained this attitude as
follows:
If you don’t perform a particular kind of style, they don’t see you being a part of
their group. There is a lot of that sort of attitude in the organization which I don’t
like personally. I had a lot of negative experiences with this sort of thing in KP.
The organization had little room to accept people with different views or plan
alternatives to their main activities. Thus, it was very difficult for students to
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adopt or produce dance styles that were different from Bayanihan.
II: Folk Dance Featuring Michael Jackson’s Songs
Many Filipino American student organizations including KP started to show two
contrasting trends in their dance styles from around 2004 to 2006: modernization
and indigenization. These trends have varied from college to college but a
common feature in this change is that the influence of the Bayanihan national folk
dance company has begun to shrink.
The first notable trend is “modernization” or “Americanization.” For
example, KP has introduced modern dances and popular music such as black
music and rap into their folk dance programs. Students wear jeans and T-shirts
instead of replicas of ethnic costumes. The most visible example of this change
can be found in the case of “Tinikling,” the most popular folk dance.
25
An
explanation of the dance, which is sometimes called “bamboo dance,” was posted
on the KP website in 2000: “Honored as the Philippine national dance, Tinikling
is a favorite in the Visayan islands. . . . Dancers imitate the tinikling bird’s
legendary grace and speed by skillfully maneuvering between large bamboo
poles.”
This indicates that back then, even though KP members were just like other
youngsters in enjoying pop culture, they copied the Bayanihan “traditional” style
choreography, music and costumes. But now they produce their own original
styles and use popular music such as Michael Jackson’s or Kanye West’s songs as
accompaniment in their performances. In 2004, the program of the Pilipino
Cultural Celebration (PCC) explained Tinikling as follows:
Here, our dancers perform this long-honored dance to Michael Jackson’s “They
Don’t Care About Us” as they dodge the systematic traps of the “American Dream.”
For too long have such boxes confined us ― our dancing soldiers remind us that we
must get out; it’s freedom time.
This explanation shows that the performance is not just “the Philippine national
dance” but also one that describes “Filipino American experience.” Why has this
change taken place in this organization?
It is very difficult to specify when and where modern types of folk dances
were initiated. Even before 2000 some student organizations had arranged small
parts of folk dances in a modern style, but not to today’s extent. There is no
doubt that academic debates on Philippine folk dance helped create the new trend.
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invented traditions. For example, Barbara S. Gaerlan examined the history of the
Bayanihan folk dance company and pointed out that Filipino American students
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Essentialism
in student organizations’ activities was also criticized. Theodore S. Gonzalves
questions static and essential elements in PCN/PCC, such as Philippine folk
dance, the Philippine national anthem, and Philippine-style costumes.
27
These
papers have caused Filipino students to re-examine their events and dances. In
2000 the KP PCC director/scriptwriter read some of them and produced several
parts of skits designed to ask the members “What is our culture?” and “Could we
or could we not find the answer in Philippine folk dance?” although neither he nor
the members could provide any specific answers.
Since then, members have tried to address the static character of their cultural
events, and tried to resolve their “cliquishness.” They have gathered information
about the activities of other Filipino student groups struggling with the same
problem, such as organizations at the University of California, Berkeley and San
Francisco State University. “Do something new” became a key concept of KP’s
activities. For example, the KP leadership stated in an official KP letter in April,
2002 “through this production (PCC) we hope to cultivate a newer and broader
conception of our culture for our audience and for ourselves,” and in a KP
newsletter in 2005 “through this production (PCC) Kaibigang Pilipino hopes to
provide the audience and its participants with a new and broader understanding of
the complexities of Pilipina (o)/Filipina (o) American culture.”
Thus, the modern-style Tinikling has been performed since around 2004 when
it was introduced to the PCC for the first time. The typical reaction from students
to the dance is as follows:
I think it really speaks at least to this generation because we are Filipino but we are
American. And this is what we were showing in this, I guess, hybrid kind of
dance. . . . Well it is our culture. We can only own our experiences. That’s what
we want to portray through dance. That’s fine because we have grown up with a lot
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of different ethnicities, with hip-hop, MTV, whatever playing in the back-
ground. . . . This is how our culture is evolving. We won’t forget our root. At the
same time I need create our own culture for us to be comfortable in our own
identities.
This remark by Lysa Estrada indicates that to describe the contemporary Filipino
American is the significant role of the modern-style dance. In particular, the
experiences of their own generation as Americans have become visible themes in
their folk dance. That phenomenon can represent some changes in the
relationship between the organization or the members and American society.
At first we need to look into the innovation within the Filipino American
student organization. The members changed their constitution to make this
organization more open and inclusive, not cliquish. In 2004, KP revised its
constitution (Section I: Purpose):
Old version:
KP also exists to support Pilipino students, to attain equality for all Pilipino people,
and to serve as a social gathering for Pilipino students.
New version:
KP also exists to support Pilipino students, to strive for equality for all Pilipino
people, for people of color, and to serve as a social gathering for students (emphasis
added).
Now the Filipino organization accepts more diverse people as the result of this
revision. Some of the new members do not have any information and don’t share
any negative impressions about Philippine culture and Filipino Americans. A
typical example of this openness is the case of non-Filipino members. In 2000,
they were the exception. In 2010, about ten percent of the members were non-
Filipinos, including whites, Koreans, and Vietnamese.
28
Some of them were and
are in leading positions of this organization. They joined KP to meet friends and
enjoy participating in the events. Jim Brown, a white member, said:
(KP) People are always like “Come out!” All events all my friends were in. So then
I started going. It was fun and I just kept going, I guess. . . . They are open to
everyone, it’s not just for only Filipino people. It’s for everyone . . . (PCC) is a
kind of expression and exploration of their culture. For me it’s really interesting. I
feel it brings me close to the people. It’s informative and it’s helpful to learn about
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them. I don’t have those experiences. I am not really part of their culture. I’ve
never been to the Philippines. I’ve never lived there. But what PCC is about is
such a part of their lives. I’m learning about it.
His case is similar not only to the rest of the non-Filipino members but also to
many Filipino members who have become detached from the Philippines and
Filipino culture. These types of Filipino and non-Filipino members need not stick
to the Bayanihan-style dance to overcome the negative image of Filipino culture.
Rather, their experience as Americans fits the modern-style folk dance. There-
fore, the dance sometimes works as a strategy to attract many new members and
educate them about Philippine culture. In a text message to the author on April
2010, Elaine Villasper revealed: “Making a dance more modern is useful mostly
in its curiosity-inducing qualities. Adding modern touches leads to curiosity and
allows for the performers to explain where the dance comes from.” New
members can enjoy performing dances with music that is familiar to them, and
start learning about their roots or different cultures.
Changes on campus have also contributed to the transformation of their
organization and dance. As of 2009, Filipinos represented 4 percent of UCSD
undergraduate enrollment, a ratio that has remained about the same for a decade.
But UCSD has experienced a demographic shift as a whole. In 2000, the white
majority (thirty-nine percent of undergraduate students) made Filipino students
feel oppressed, for even though Asians (excluding the Filipinos) accounted for
thirty percent, most Filipino students did not think of Filipino Americans as Asian
Americans; from such students’ perspective, Asian Americans were members of
minority groups who had been successful in mainstream society, such as Chinese
Americans and Japanese Americans, and Filipino Americans had not achieved a
similar level of success. KP offered a safe haven for Filipino students, creating a
sense of union among them. Today Asians have become the largest group (forty-
four percent) and Caucasians account for twenty-six percent at UCSD.
29
That
doesn’ t mean discrimination on campus has disappeared completely, because
Caucasians still dominate the campus governance. And the debate continues
about whether or not Filipino Americans should be seen as Asian Americans.
Nevertheless, the majority of Filipino students do not feel so isolated in a “white
school” as in 2000. This situation can make the organization more open and
inclusive enough to accept new members and activities.
30
These changes inside and outside of the organization can account for the
modernization in their dance. This process may be explained as a kind of
assimilation into mainstream America because it suggests that American culture
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in general has become part of the self-expression of Filipino Americans. The
concept of assimilation is believed by many to have lost authority and been
replaced by multiculturalism in the US. Today, however, there are signs that an
opposite trend has begun to emerge: concern and criticism regarding multi-
culturalism have arisen for many reasons, including the negative consequences of
identity politics. This new assimilation is not outdated Anglo-conformity, but the
process of becoming similar, or of making similar or treating as similar.
31
The
modernization of Filipino dance can be considered a part of this process.
III: Philippine Indigenous Cultures in the US
Filipino student performance reveals another aspect of the new assimilation
that is not monodimensional but multidimensional and sometimes inconsistent.
32
Their Philippine folk dance performances have also changed in the opposite way
from modernization. This represents the second recent trend in their dance
performances: “indigenization.” It rejects the theatricalization of the Bayanihan
national company style and instead tries to imitate the indigenous dances that are
believed to have been performed by local minorities in the Philippines since pre-
colonial times without modification. A typical example is “Singkil,” a significant
piece for the Bayanihan dance.
33
In 2000 the KP website explained this dance as
follows:
This dance takes its name from the bells worn on the ankles of the Muslim princess.
Perhaps one of the oldest of truly Filipino dances. . . . The crisscrossed bamboo
poles represent the trees that were falling, which she gracefully avoids. Her slave
loyally accompanies her throughout her ordeal. Finally, she is saved by the
prince . . .
In 2008, the program of the PCC explained Kasingkil, sometimes called “real
Singkil,” as follows; “The REAL Maranaw
34
Kasingkill is done only by women
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improvement concerning issues related to Filipino Americans. Now UCSD has two classes for
Tagalog that KP requested it to set up in 2000, and one for the study of Filipino and
Vietnamese American Identities and Communities. But the majority of KP members didn’t
take these classes.
31. Rogers Brubaker, Ethnicity without Groups (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 2004), 116-31.
32. Ibid.
33. Alejandro and Santos-Gana, Sayaw, 105.
34. Maranaw, also spelled Maranao, is the term used for the people of Lanao, a
predominantly Muslim region in the island of Mindanao.
and never with a man, an umbrella carrying slave . . .” This version of Singkil is
so simple that it looks like a completely different dance from the Bayanihan
version describing a dramatic story.
This trend has been made possible due to the information about folk dances
obtained through expanded relations with the homeland, in addition to the
influence of academic papers, as previously discussed. The minority groups in
the Philippines took the initiative in spreading their original-style dances. For
example, concerts in the US and videos on the Internet by minority dance
companies and/or folk music ensembles have made some Filipino Americans
believe that the Bayanihan’s dance is not “authentic.” It was not an easy process,
however, because majority-minority relationships in the Philippines are
reproduced in the US. Bing Lim, a student from a Filipino minority group, who
took a lead role in introducing indigenous dances to KP at UCSD, didn’t learn
minorities’ dances until entering the college, as he said:
I was scared and I was ashamed because my mama said “in the Philippines if you
are indigenes and people find out, they throw rocks at you and they spit at you.” So
mama didn’t want to live the life here.
Minority people have difficulty disclosing or claiming their ethnicities not
only in the Philippines but also in the US. His hesitation in participating in his
ethnic culture disappeared after he visited his home village in northern Philippines
and had a positive experience learning the indigenous culture, thereby restoring
his ethnic pride. He learned many types of dance and music from different
regions in the Philippines from several San Diego, San Jose or San Francisco-
based artists who try to spread indigenous Filipino culture in the US. But KP
didn’t accept him immediately, because of the discrimination against indigenous
people in the organization. Bing said:
I didn’ t feel welcome in KP because there was a lot of discrimination against
indigenous people. So there was a group of us, friends of indigenes who wanted to
go to KP. And one of the board members who knew that we were a minority in the
Philippines said that this was not our space, this was a space only for Filipinos, since
we weren’ t identified as Filipinos. We got hurt by that. There were Chinese,
Japanese, and Vietnamese in KP but board members were really frightened by our
presence as indigenous people in KP. So I didn’t go until my third year when the
board members left.
Minority ethnic issues have been regarded as a fundamental agenda of the
Philippines since Spanish colonization. The Philippines has struggled with
discriminations, conflicts, wars or terrorism related to ethnic minorities over 400
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years. The interview with the above student demonstrates that history makes it
more difficult for the Filipino American organization, the majority of whose
members are American-born Filipinos, to accept indigenous people of the
Philippines than other Asians. But after discussing with new board members,
Bing decided to join KP, because
I thought that if I didn’t join KP they wouldn’t know what my tribal identity is.
They would be doing the same folk dancing and all the stuff, which was different
from my village. So, I became sort of like a teacher. I wanted them to learn how
the Philippines is very diverse. . . .
He held many workshops to show the differences between the Bayanihan-
style dance and the dances that his tribe and other tribes in the Philippines
perform in their villages. Many of the participants were shocked to learn them,
but some members were very open to studying them. For example, second-
generation Irene Estrada who had learned about the Bayanihan from the
workshop, said:
He wanted us to be aware that it’s just an art form that was created really recently
and it doesn’t reflect the heritage. . . . I just feel better knowing that it’s just an art
form and that they aren’t our real dances out there. It is not that we have to dance
those ones. I mean it’s more entertaining, I guess. I just like to be aware of the
truth and not fooling myself. . . .
The struggle remained between people like the student described above, who
could accept the indigenous styles, and some members who refused to accept or
learn the other styles and wanted to continue the Bayanihan-style dance.
However, despite this ongoing struggle, KP in 2005 began to gradually replace
the “national” style with the indigenous styles and cut relations with PASACAT,
the aforementioned ethnic community-based dance company. Since 2009 KP
members have performed indigenous style other than the Spanish-influenced
dances and modern-style dances in their Philippine folk dance concerts. Their
performances have caused mixed reactions from their audiences, who are drawn
from universities and Filipino communities in Southern California. Some people,
like indigenous peoples, appreciated the authenticity represented in these dances
and a few Filipino groups started to follow KP. However, others regarded their
dances as wrong because they deviated from the Bayanihan style. There were yet
others who couldn’t understand the meaning of their new performances.
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35. Bing continues to have influence on the organization following his graduation, as he
often teaches several folk dances to students.
Indigenization of their folk dance also has had an impact on the students’
stance toward their homeland. This has been shown in their attitude to the
national anthem of the Philippines, one of the most important national symbols.
Unlike in 2000, the Filipino students no longer sing the Philippine national
anthem, which they believe represents only the Tagalog-speaking people while
ignoring ethnic minorities in the Philippines. In other words, the students have
become more aware of the diversity in their homeland.
Therefore, students use either modernized or indigenous styles according to
the demands of their programs. The two trends look paradoxical but have had
shared influence on students. Indigenization is supported in particular by
ethnically conscious members highly concerned with issues relating to Filipino
Americans and the Philippines. These members are not always the majority but
usually take leading roles in the organization. The authenticity of the folk dance
is crucial to these members because the homeland culture and history is a critical
part of their identity, like it was in 2000. This authenticity, which indigenous
dances guarantee, gives them both the pride in making connections with their
original culture and the room to accept modernized folk dances. In a text
message to the author on April 14, 2010, Lysa revealed:
In my personal opinion, as long as people know the history behind a dance and the
difference between real and modified dance moves, it is OK to perform our own
interpretations.  In short, changing dances slightly is OK as long as the history
behind the real dance is known and still respected.
In a text message to the author on April 22, 2010, Irene also said:
In fact, I just think that the modernized versions are a homage to the “real” dances.
It’s new generations putting their own spin on something they’ve learned―it shows
the students’ interest, if anything, in their own culture by integrating parts of
themselves and their own creativity into heritage dances. It’s interesting to us and
that is why we have adapted them and made them our own. It’s a transformation of
culture in the same way that societies and generations change. And even though
there is change, we are still aware and cognizant of the dances and their
origins/histories.
These two messages show that their respect for the indigenousness doesn’t neces-
sarily remove their freedom of self-expression, which many members enjoy to
create their own folk dance. The modernized dance can be the first step for them
to realize the importance of the indigenous style. The practice and performance
of both modern and indigenous folk styles thus allow the organization to attract a
wider spectrum of people and unite them in a rather flexible way.
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Conclusion
Philippine folk dance is the most important cultural symbol for Filipino
American students. This fact remains intact as it was in 2000, when their
organizations’ dance style was almost the same as the Philippine “national”
company’s choreography. Identity politics is not out of date for ethnic minorities
like Filipino Americans. That means they still have to face the dilemma that it
raises: how to use identity categories without being caught in essentialism. In the
past Filipino students achieved positive self-understanding but often fell into
essentialism through their dance performances. The styles have visibly changed
at many student organizations in this decade. The Filipino students I researched
perform both modernized and indigenous folk dances. This transformation has
been brought about by changes in their members and campus, as well as their
knowledge about folk dance after their struggle to overcome the dilemma.
It is very difficult to generalize about findings from only one case but some of
the factors responsible for this specific case can offer us clues to reconsider
current identity politics.
1: Academic papers and debates can influence identity politics on college
campuses even though they do not provide any specific or tangible answers.
Some students, in particular ethnically conscious members, are familiar with
social sciences and understand the problems of essentialism. Since papers on folk
dances have been published, the students have struggled to determine what kinds
of cultural activities are appropriate. Thus, the impact of academic information in
identity politics is worth careful investigation.
2: Essentialism can be tamed through the expansion of transnational relationships
between immigrants and their homeland. This does not necessarily make ethnic
groups more essentialist or more committed to homeland nation-building policies
because wide transnational relationships provide information about various
aspects of their homeland. Indigenous-style dances reveal the multicultural
character and the identity politics of minorities in the Philippines, aspects that end
up being erased in the case of the national dance company style.
3: Authenticity can be used strategically to support the creation of ethnic cultural
activities without falling into essentialism. When connected to indigenousness,
authenticity is often used to stress the uniqueness of an ethnic group, and this
shapes a static interpretation of a culture. However, Filipino student
organizations have retained indigenous-style cultural performances while creating
new performances at the same time. Under this policy, each member is able to
select his or her own authentic dance and the organization is able to attract diverse
members.
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Obviously, most students in the Filipino American student organization are
from middle or upper-middle class families and their activities are conducted
under circumstances specific to the given university. But the recent trends in the
Filipino American student organization are worth noting because these
organizations have played a significant role in ethnic movements since the 1970s.
Identity politics is criticized as reclusive and essentialist even though old-style
assimilation is no longer acceptable. The student organization may point to new
possible ways of addressing this problem.
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